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A Genealogical Study on Branch Families of the Imperial House of Japan 

宮家の系譜的研究 

Hirohito TSUJI (辻󠄀 博仁)1 

 

Abstract 

Miyake is the branch families of the Imperial House of Japan and have been an essential element of 

Imperial succession. There have been three emperors from miyake. There are only three princes in 

contemporary Japan, meaning that continuing and steady imperial succession might become difficult 

in the future. Currently, the Government of Japan is considering establishing a system of ‘female 

miyake’, or reinstating former miyake. In short, miyake has an important role in supporting the 

succession to the throne and is also at the core of discussions on contemporary issues. Despite this, 

research into the history of the Imperial Family has so far focused solely on successive emperors, 

overlooking the existence of miyake. Although the Imperial Family has been made up of the main 

family and the miyake since pre-modern times, the fact that a view of the branch families and the main 

family as if they were one and the same has not been questioned is due to the modern, European bias 

that the family is equal to the nuclear family. Using primary resources, including unpublished 

historiographies written in kuzushi-ji, and anthropological methods, this thesis clarifies the continuity 

and transition of the concept of family in the Imperial Family, focusing on the dual structure of 

inheritance of ie (household) and succession of uji (clan), which is also characteristic of genealogy in 

Japan. The turning periods were the early modern and modern transition and the occupation by the 

US military.  
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日本語要旨 

宮家とは、皇室の分家とでもいうべき存在であり、皇統護持に不可欠な役割を持つ。歴史上、

宮家出身の天皇は 3 方存在する。現在、皇位継承権を有する男性皇族は 3方のみであり、将

来的に安定的な皇位継承が難しくなることが懸念される。現在、日本政府は「女性宮家」の

創設や昭和 22 年に皇籍を離脱した旧宮家の活用を検討している。つまり、議論の核は宮家で
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ある。一方、従来の皇室史研究では、歴代天皇のみに焦点が当てられ、宮家の存在が殆ど無

視されてきた。近代以前より、皇室は内廷(本家)と宮家(分家)から構成されていたにも関わら

ず、これらがあたかも全て一体であるかの様に同一視する見方に疑問が呈されていないのは、

近代的・西洋的な「家族＝核家族」という先入観が大きく影響しているものと思われる。本

研究は、くずし字で書かれた未翻刻の文献を含む一次史料と人類学的手法を用い、日本の伝

統的家族観の特徴でもある「家(イエ)」の相続と「氏(ウジ)」の継承という二重構造に着目し、

皇室における家族概念の変遷と連続性を明らかにすることを目的とする。その転換期として

特に注目れるのは、近世近代移行期及び連合国軍による日本占領期である。 

研究キーワード 

皇室 宮家 皇位継承 女性皇族 家(イエ) 氏(ウジ) 養継嗣相続 分家 皇室典範 四親王家 

 

Current state of research and research gap(s)  

One of the characteristics of the Japanese Imperial Family is that from the first Emperor Jinmu 神武

天皇  to the HIM Emperor Naruhito 今上陛下 , the succession has been male-lineage for 126 

generations without exception. In other words, there has never been a son-in-law from another clan. 

In the past, eight female emperors have ascended to the Throne, but they were all male-lineage and 

are said to have played only a one-point relief role.2 This is the reason why it is called ‘Imperial-line is 

unbroken’.3  Members of the Imperial Family do not have family names, as there is no change of 

dynasty in Japanese monarchy and there is no need to distinguish them from other dynasties. 

 

An essential part of the protection of this male-line of succession to the Throne was the branch families 

known as miyake 宮家 . They had the role of preventing the breakdown of the Imperial-line by 

providing a successor to the Throne in the event of the emperor having no sons. During Japanese 

history, there have been three emperors from the miyake.4 A similar example in European history may 

be easier to understand if you imagine that the French monarchy was succeeded by the Capétiens and 

their branch families like d'Artois and Bourbon. However, the kinship between the miyake and each 

emperor of the time was not always close, and the establishment and inheritance of the miyake itself 

were based on a very complex system.  

 

The scope of members of the Imperial Family was first legally defined in 757.5 According to it, the 
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emperor's sons and brothers were defined as shinnō 親王, while the emperor's grandchildren, great-

grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren were defined as ō 王. In addition, descendants of more 

than five generations removed from the emperor were not to be regarded as members of the Imperial 

Family. However, in 814, the 52nd Emperor Saga 嵯峨天皇 issued a temporary decree that made his 

sons family names and demoted them to hereditary peers, while making them members of the 

Imperial Family who were already shinnō, and their younger brothers, and especially those who had 

received an imperial decree.6 Subsequently, some successive emperors7 issued similar edicts to those 

of Emperor Saga, and the system of proclaiming the shinnō title became customary.8 This meant that 

even sons of emperors were not allowed to hand their descendants the status of a royal unless they 

were appointed as shinnō. On the other hand, from the Medieval onwards, successive heads of branch 

families were appointed as shinnō-patriarchs 親王宣下, and thus families emerged in which the 

Imperial status was hereditary from generation to generation, irrespective of how closely or far related 

they were to the current emperor.9 This was the beginning of the miyake. 

 

The first miyake was the Yotsutsuji-no-Miya 四辻宮, founded in the mid-13th century by Prince 

Yoshimune 善統親王 , the sixth son of 84th Emperor Juntoku 順德天皇 . 10  At that time, the 

significance of the miyake was simply that of a privileged family that held Imperial status, fiefs and 

other property from generation to generation.11 Alternatively, in the 14th century, when the court 

was split between the Northern and Southern Dynasties and the Imperial-lineage was unstable, the 

court was considered to be a family that could seize political power if given the chance.12 

 

In 1448, shortly after the unification of the Northern and Southern dynasties, when the 101st Emperor 

Shōkō 稱光天皇 died, a prince from miyake succeeded to the Throne for the first time. Fushimi-no-

Miya 伏見宮 was founded by Prince Yoshihito 榮仁親王, the first son of the Northern Court’s third 

Emperor Sukō 崇光天皇. However, Emperor Sukō was abducted by the Southern Court forces and the 

Northern Court Throne was succeeded by his younger brother Emperor Gokōgon 後光嚴天皇, which 

meant that Prince Yoshihito, who was originally the Crown Prince, could not become Emperor. As a 

remedy, Prince Yoshihito established the Fushimi-no-Miya. Emperor Shōkō, who was sickly and 

childless, fell into critical condition, so it was necessary to quickly appoint a crown prince.13 100th 

Emperor Go-Komatsu 後小松上皇, was the father of Emperor Shōkō, then had the strong political 

power in the court. He adopted Emperor Go-Hanazono 後花園天皇, the eldest son of third Fushimi-

no-Miya Head Prince Sadafusa 貞成親王, and nominated him as successor to the Throne. This gave 
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the Fushimi-no-Miya special treatment as a miyake that had saved the Imperial-line from being 

severed. Emperor Go-Hanazono allowed his younger brother Prince Sadatsune 貞常親王, the fourth 

Fushimi-no-Miya head, to allow his descendants to permanently take the name 'Fushimi Imperial 

Palace'.14 This was likely the reason why only Fushimi-no-Miya could survive as a medieval miyake.15 

 

In the early modern period, the number of miyake increased to four and their position was established 

as spare of the Imperial-line.16 In 1589, Prince Tomohito 智仁親王, the sixth son of Prince Sanehito 

誠仁親王 who was the crown prince of the 106th Emperor Ōgimachi 正親町天皇, founded Katsura-

no-Miya 桂宮. Prince Tomohito had been adopted as successor by Chancellor Toyotomi no Hideyoshi 

豐臣秀吉, who at the time was effectively the most powerful man in Japan, however, after that 

Hideyoshi got a biological son, Tsurumatsu 鶴松. The adoption had been cancelled, and a second 

miyake was established after Fushimi-no-Miya.17 In 1625, Emperor Goyōzei's 後陽成天皇 seventh 

son Prince Yoshihito 好仁親王 created a third miyake Arisugawa-no-Miya 有栖川宮.18  Then, in 

1718, the fourth miyake Kan'in-no-Miya 閑院宮 was established by Prince Naohito 直仁親王, the 

sixth son of 113th Emperor Higashiyama 東山天皇 . This was because a Confucian scholar and 

Shogunate advisor Arai Hakuseki 新井白石 thought that only three miyake were too few to ensure a 

sufficient number of successors to the Throne.19 These four miyake are known as the four shinnōke 

四親王家. 

 

However, during the Edo period, the number of miyake was limited to only four. This was because the 

Imperial court had little political power and depended on the Shogunate for their financial resources 

and the number of miyake could not be increased any further.20 This had the disadvantage that, over 

time, the head of each miyake and the emperor at that time became increasingly distant from each 

other by blood.21 In addition, members of the Imperial Family other than the crown prince or the heirs 

of each miyake were not, as a rule, allowed to remain in the centre of court society. So many royals 

became Buddhist monks and entered monzeki 門跡 temples.22 The main reason was that if princes 

and princesses became priests, their salaries and additional costs would be covered by the monzeki 

temples, and the Imperial court and shogunate budgets could be kept afloat. However, Buddhist monks 

are required, in principle, to remain celibate throughout their lives. Therefore, a prince who became a 

monzeki could not have any descendants. The Confucian scholars Nakai Chikuzan 中井竹山 and 

others, described this as a bad system that prevented imperial descendants from flourishing even if a 

prince had been born.23 A journalist Ōya Sōichi 大宅壮一 later went so far as to describe it as an 
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'artificial castration system'.24 When miyake had no successor, the emperor or ex-emperor's son was 

the adopted heir. If the emperor also had no son, miyake was maintained without a head until a future 

second prince was born to the emperor.25 In fact, by the late Edo period, the number of members of 

the Imperial Family had decreased to such an extent that let alone a successor to the Throne, two out 

of four miyake were without a head and there were also several monzeki temples with no princes or 

princesses. 

 

Around the time of the Meiji Restoration, the majority of the other priest-princes returned from each 

monzeki temple to the centre of the Imperial court one after another, and they, too, established new 

miyake.26 Immediately after the Meiji Restoration, the new government legally prohibited members 

of the Imperial Family to be Buddhist priests through a proclamation.27 These can be seen as part of 

the policy of separation of Shinto and Buddhism in the Imperial Family.28 It is also believed these also 

had significance for maintaining the Imperial-line and the beginning of the construction of the modern 

and contemporary Imperial household system.29  

 

The Imperial House Law of 1889 stipulated that the emperor's brothers and princes up to the fifth 

generation of grandsons would automatically become shinnō, and that the Imperial sons, in principle, 

become permanent members of the Imperial Family.30 This made it less likely that there would be a 

shortage of successors to the Throne, as was the case in the Edo period. On the other hand, adoption 

between members of the Imperial Family was prohibited and the custom of conferring the title of 

shinnō was abolished, so that even traditional four shinnōke would perish if they had no sons.31 

Katsura-no-Miya and Arisugawa-no-Miya were severed during the Meiji and Taishō periods 

respectively.32 All the families created around the time of the Meiji Restoration were branch families 

of the Fushimi-no-Miya, the families related to the Fushimi-no-Miya comprised the majority of the 

modern Imperial Family.33 Many of them became military officers and members of the House of Peers 

and played a major role at the heart of the Empire of Japan as the emperor's alter egos.34   

 

In 1947, after WWII, the American occupying forces abolished the Fushimi-no-Miya and its 10 branch 

miyake, only the three immediate miyake35 of Emperor Taishō 大正天皇 stayed with the Imperial 

Family, which caused problems with the Imperial succession. Today, there are only three princes36 and 

the Imperial-line is in danger of being severed. While there is a certain amount of support for the 
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argument that the Imperial House Law should be amended to allow princesses to remain in the 

Imperial Family after marrying a commoner and to create a 'female Miyake 女性宮家' to successed 

to the Throne, there are also strong calls for the restoration of the former miyake, which was forced 

out of the Imperial Family by GHQ.37 In recent years, there has been an active debate among critics 

and social media users, and discussions have been held by the Government's Council of Experts and 

various political parties, however, it is difficult to say that professional and academic discussions based 

on historical fact are necessarily taking place.38   

 

These are only generalisations, and it is hardly clear what trends were followed by individual miyake 

members, or what specific exchanges took place at the time of inheritance. There were several 

instances of conflict between the imperial family and the shogunate over whether to grant adoptive 

heirs. The respective vassals led the management of miyake, and they were jige 地下39in the pre-

modern period and public officials in the modern period, but the actual organisation of miyake 

administration is also unknown. In addition, the actual management of miyake in the absence of the 

head, and the system of ruling over the fief remains unknown. There is little previous research on the 

early modern miyake, except for studies on literature history or art history such as waka 和歌 poetry. 

Even in the few studies that do exist, there are often discrepancies in the names and dates of persons 

and other facts, as unpublished primary historiographies are not respected. 

 

One of the worst problems is that Japanese history research has a strong Marxist tendency to strictly 

divide the period/era, which has resulted in a disconnected and unconnected study of modern and 

early modern history, creating a gap during the transition period. In particular, in the case of the 

Imperial system, the ancient code system was formally in effect until the establishment of the Imperial 

House Law (not the end of the Edo Shogunate in 1867), and the custom of appointing a shinnō 

continued, so it can be said that the period before 1889 is an almost pre-modern system.40 First of the 

place, the period divisions are merely artificial, based on specific political events, and there are also 

various theories as to the specific dates. The continuity between the pre-modern four shinnōke and 

the modern miyake is hardly taken into account, because of losing sight of continuity when obsessing 

over the framework of 'modern history' and 'early modern history'.   

 

As for the current Imperial system, the mainstream critical view is that the new Imperial House Law 
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merely excludes provisions from the Meiji Imperial House Law that violate the Constitution of Japan.41 

However, whereas the Meiji Imperial Household Law was equivalent to the Constitution, the current 

Imperial Household Law is merely a law under the Constitution. In addition, many amendments have 

been made to the current Imperial House Law.42 It is also not fair that the fact that eleven miyake have 

left the Imperial Family has not been considered at all.43 Analysis based on primary sources is essential 

to correct these biased views.   

 

And although the Imperial Family is a 'family' in the first place, it also completely lacks an 

anthropological perspective on what a family is. As discussed below, the Japanese families are a dual 

structure of clans and households and considering that miyake also held family jobs44 and territories,45 

had hereditary vassals46 and continued to perform ancestral rites, they clearly had an element of ie 

家. The definition of what a family is varies widely according to region, period, class, or religion, etc., 

and it is not realistic to single out a single answer to this question.47 In the case of Japan, the concept 

of family is very unique and complex, even in the East Asian Confucian sphere, as there are cases where 

blood relations are not necessarily strictly defined, such as adopted children and stepsiblings, and 

servants are also considered members of the family in the broad sense of the term.48 The essence of 

miyake cannot be understood if the discussion is based on a modern European bias49 that assumes a 

blood-based nuclear family is a universal truth. 

 

Research question of project and its relevance respectively own motivation  

It is possible to analyse the temporal and generational structure of the Imperial Family from the point 

of view of why the Imperial House Law had to forbid adoption between members of the Imperial Family, 

why female-line inheritance has never occurred even when they lacked any heir, and why the 

subsequent Imperial Family continued to take pride in being each miyake themselves rather than 

simply "Imperial Family". It can be useful for anthropologists, social scientists, and genealogists. 

 

The Imperial Family consists not only of the Imperial House but also of miyake, so miyake’s existence 

was no doubt part of the Japanese monarchy and should not be ignored. Therefore, it can help 

researchers of political, legal, or military history to understand the background of their descent, how 

they made a blood relation with the Imperial House to act as candidates for the next emperor, and 

why they were forced to leave the Imperial Family after the WWII (at least their leaving is the biggest 
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cause of the current issue50).  

 

Critical analysis of today's debate on the revision of the Imperial Household Law, based on primary 

historical sources, will help to resolve contemporary issues. It is an important point for the nation of 

Japan and many Japanese people. 

 

By using the context of comparisons with the Commonwealth Royal Family and European monarchies, 

the distinctive features of the Imperial Family of Japan can be made even more explicit. It is possible 

to introduce the historical and cultural background of Japan to people outside Japan. From a viewpoint 

of comparative research, it is also an academic study that can find adjacent points of reference for 

scholars on area studies outside Japan or East Asia. 

 

The introduction of primary historical sources that have not been published and are not generally 

known but have high archival value is useful for Japanese studies specialists in the humanities, 

particularly in the early modern and modern periods, including history, literature, art, religion, law, 

and court culture, etc. 

 

As a new contribution, four main major research questions are identified.  

 

The first is how the pre-modern miyake differ from the modern miyake. In answering this question, 

the author will seek to highlight the differences and problems with the miyake system in the Edo period 

compared to the modern one. Specifically, the author will focus on inheritance or abolition cases in 

the absence of an heir.51  

 

The second is what is defined by 'family' in miyake. Miyake are in a unique position because they do 

not constitute the emperor's main family, but neither are they court nobles. It is an interesting class 

from the point of view of research on the status system and genealogy studies. From the point of view 

of folklore and comparative family history, there are various components of the ‘family’ in Japan, ‘clan 

(uji 氏)’ and ‘household (ie)’.52 Until 1871 the Japanese people had two surnames: clan names (sei 
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姓) and house names (myōji 苗字). The former is a kinship group with the same male-line ancestor 

and places absolute importance on patrilineal succession of ancestral ritual rights, but not on the 

closeness of blood relations. The latter is a group of people with the same livelihood, who attach 

importance to the inheritances of family status, lands, family properties, family jobs, and especially 

the continuation of the family name. Although the members of the Imperial Family have neither sei 

nor a myōji, each miyake has a ‘miya’ title 宮号 very similar to a surname,53 earns an independent 

living, and has had several adoptions and inheritances between members of the Imperial Family 

regardless of the distance of their actual blood relation to each other. It is interesting to situate their 

conception of the family in the context of their unique position, to understand the nature of the 

Imperial ‘Family’.54 By identifying the importance of these factors in the formation of miyake, it is 

possible to locate the characteristics of miyake as a ‘family’. The turning periods were the early modern 

and modern transition and the occupation by the US military.   

 

Thirdly what were the historical and contemporary roles of a princess or other female members in 

miyake, and what were the precedents for 'female miyake'.55 By analysing the precedent for inherit 

to Katsura-no-Miya by 120th Emperor Ninkō’s 仁孝天皇 third daughter Princess Sumiko 淑子内親

王 in 1863, and two examples when the head of miyake passed away without a male heir and when 

his widow acted as acting head of miyake, it is possible to define the historical role of female members 

of miyake. 56  These can be groundbreaking case studies in examining the relationship between 

patriarchal inheritance and women in court society, which has been considered male-dominated. 

Currently, some historians argue these cases can become precedents of the ‘female miyake’ system, 

however, there has been little academic analysis based on primary resources.57 This research will be 

among the first to tackle this issue.  

 

The last one is critical questions for today's Advisory Council on the Imperial House Act from a historical 

point of view. Due to the decreasing number of royals, the revision of the miyake system has become 

a contemporary issue, as a measure against the problem of succession to the Throne and to reduce 

the burden of the emperor's official duties.58  As there is very little previous research on miyake 

(particularly in the early modern period), some arguments are based on factual errors not based on 

historiography. This research will attempt to contribute to contemporary issues by critically analysing 

previous arguments and proposals based on historical facts on the miyake system. 
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Theoretical framework, methodology of project, and schedule  

As this is history research, the main emphasis is on the demonstration of historical facts through 

documentary archives, however, as it is also a broad topic of genealogy, an interdisciplinary approach 

is ideal, combining perspectives from social anthropology, legal history, gender, and religious studies, 

among others.  

 

The proposed table of contents of the PhD thesis at present is as follows: 

[1] An Overview of the Japanese Family Concept 

[2] The Genealogy of Katsura-no-Miya and Princess Sumiko   

[3] Female Head and Female ‘Acting Head’ of the Four Shinnōke  

[4] Inheritance of Four Shinnōke after the Meiji Restoration 

[5] Miyake and their Premodern Ie Elements under the Constitution of the Empire of Japan  

[6] Eleven Miyake's Leaving from the Imperial Family and the Contemporary Issue of Succession to the 

Throne 

 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are almost complete and chapter 5 is currently being written. The immediate goal 

is to finish the reprinting, translating, and analysis of the vast amount of primary historical materials 

as soon as possible and to complete all chapters at least by September 2025. 

 

Moving on to the introduction of the main primary historiographies that are expected to be utilised, 

although due to the limitation of the word counts, only some of them are mentioned. 

 

As unpublished archives, the diaries kept by successive stewards of each miyake are useful primary 

sources.59 Genealogy lists of the jige including miyake officials completed by Shimohashi Yukiosa 下

橋敬長 are also used.60 The records compiled by eighth Katsura-no-Miya Head Prince Yakahito 家仁

親王 are indispensable for understanding miyake’s traditions in the Edo period.61 The records of the 

royals before and after the Meiji Restoration compiled by the Imperial Household Agency are also of 

great value, although they are just edited collections of historical documents.62 Developments around 
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1947 can be learned from internal GHQ documents63. A small portion of these are available on the 

Imperial Household Agency's digital archive system.64  

 

The main published sources are the basic collections of historical documents relating to the Imperial 

systems,65 successive emperors, empresses and their families,66 and the four shinnōke.67 The Gunsho 

ruishū 群書類從 is also essential for understanding court society.68  The annual name list of the 

Imperial court and monzeki temple officials is also useful.69 For post-modern sources, the collection 

of materials on the establishment of the former and new Imperial House Laws,70 the government’s 

official guidance,71  and the council of experts’ reports about it.72  The collection of biographies of 

military officers from the Imperial Family should be mentioned.73 Some autobiographies by royals and 

former royals also can be important primary historiographies.74 

 

To grasp the detailed facts of genealogical relationships and the thinking of the people of the time, it 

is necessary to scrutinise the Kojiki 古事記75 and Nihonshoki 日本書紀76 as well as the family trees 

of each period.77 Naturally, reference is also made to the original texts of the relevant legislation and 

bills of each period.78 

 

Hypotheses and/or preliminary results  

Historically, the Japanese family has had a dual structure of ie and uji, and it is fair to say that the same 

applies to the Imperial Family. The Throne has been succeeded based on the theory of uji, while the 

‘miya’ title (which can be considered almost the same as myōji), family status, family jobs, property 

and ancestral rites were passed down through the ie system of inheritance.79 In particular, until the 

Edo period, inheritance from the ie was highly valued even in the Imperial Family, so it was not 

uncommon practice for miyake's inheritances to be carried out by the adopted heirs.   

 

At the same time, however, miyake are the spare link in the Imperial-line that produces the next 

emperor in times of emergency. Since the paternal-lineage is absolute in the succession to the Throne 

based on the theory of the uji, it has been impossible for men from another clan to become members 

of the Imperial Family. Originally, it would have been advisable to increase the number of miyake, but 

as mentioned above, during the Edo period the number of miyake was fixed at four, and most members 
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of the Imperial Family, except the crown prince and miyake heirs, had to become Buddhist monks as 

monzeki, and it was too difficult to increase the number of miyake. As the kinships between the 

Imperial House and miyake became more and more estranged over the generations, the blood 

relationship was refreshed by limiting the adoptive heirs of miyake to the emperor's sons,80 but if the 

emperor or ex-emperor did not have a second son in the first place, the miyake would not be able to 

secure an adopted heir.81 In such cases, the miyake was often left without a head in order to prevent 

the their ie elements from being destroyed. Nevertheless, the absence of the head must be a source 

of anxiety for those vassals who wished to perpetuate the ie,82 and so, at their request and through 

negotiations, the unusual situation arose whereby two widows were appointed the ‘acting heads’ and 

Princess Sumiko inherited Katsura-no-Miya. From the descriptions in primary archives,83 it is clear that 

these were temporary measures to maintain the ie until the future birth of the emperor's second son, 

and had nothing to do with the succession to the Throne or the emperor's assistance, in other words, 

with the uji. In fact, the female and acting heads were distinguished from the other successive miyake 

heads. Regardless of political position or ideology, it is therefore short-sighted and non-academic to 

simply position their existence as a precedent for the 'female miyake' being discussed today.   

 

After the Meiji Restoration, the custom of royals becoming Buddhist monks was abolished as part of 

the separation of Shinto and Buddhism. Most princes retired from monzeki temples and established 

new miyake. The Imperial House Law of 1889 stipulated that, in principle, the Imperial sons were to 

be permanent members of the Imperial Family, making it possible for them to create a miyake and 

remain in the Imperial Family even if they were not the crown prince, while prohibiting the adoption 

of children by other members of the Imperial Family. While this stabilised the succession to the Throne, 

it also completely negated the privileges of the four shinnōke, which had maintained the ie for 

generations by allowing successive heads to be adopted by an emperor and receive the title of 

shinnō. 84  Unlike the general populace, where sei was abolished and myōji made obligatory, the 

modern imperial system totally denied ie and made uji absolute.85 This led to the abolition of Katsura-

no-Miya and Arisugawa-no-Miya, which were relatively close relatives of the emperor who had no sons, 

while the Fushimi-no-Miya and Kan’in-no-Miya, which were quite distantly related to the emperor, 

continued to exist as branches with the right of succession to the Throne until 1947. This is clearly the 

uji theory at work. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that culturally, the ie element also survived. After the 

demise of Arisugawa-no-Miya, Tokugawa Kikuko 德川喜久子 , the second daughter of 10th 

Arisugawa-no-Miya Head Prince Takehito’s 威仁親王 second daughter Tokugawa Mieko 德川實枝

子, married Prince Nobuhito 宣仁親王, 123rd Emperor Taishō's third son, and Takamatsu-no-Miya 
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高松宮 was founded.86 Not only the ‘miya’ title was ‘Takamatsu’,87 but also that Prince Nobuhito 

inherited the property, family organisation and ancestral rites of the former Arisugawa-no-Miya, and 

Princess Kikuko received from Mieko the profound knowledge of Arisugawa Sect Calligraphy, a family 

job of Arisugawa-no-Miya,88 suggests that the importance of the premodern ie element was strongly 

recognised in the modern Imperial Family. This is not limited to the Arisugawa-no-Miya, as other 

miyake have also left behind publications showing that they were proud of their respective miyake's 

roots itself in addition to their Imperial status.   

 

In 1945, after Japan's defeat in WWII, the country lost its sovereignty under the GHQ occupation, and 

GHQ reforms also extended to the Imperial Family: in 1947, eleven of the then fourteen miyake were 

forced to withdraw from the Imperial Family.89 Formally, this is considered to be voluntary on their 

part. 90  However, the expenditure of royal expenditures and tax exemptions to miyake were 

terminated, and the Imperial properties, which constituted the majority of their source of income, 

were vested in the national treasury, making it impossible for the eleven miyake to remain in the 

Imperial Family due to financial problems. 91  Third Nashimoto-no-Miya 梨本宮  Head Prince 

Morimasa 守正王 was charged with a Class A war criminal for some reason, and this can also be read 

as a threat against each miyake as the fact that 124th Emperor Shōwa 昭和天皇 and the Grand 

Shrines of Ise (Ise-jingū Shrine) could also be held responsible for the war.92 These should only be 

interpreted as a de facto coercion by GHQ.93 Even in early modern times, there were a total of four 

miyake in the Imperial Family, as well as six branch families in the Tokugawa family, but by the end of 

the Edo period, several of these had become headless and the succession of the main family lacked 

stability. Only three miyake were too few. The GHQ's dismissal of the eleven miyake as those with very 

little chance of becoming emperor was a complete lack of understanding of Japan's traditional dual 

family structure of uji and ie. The abolition of the peerage system also resulted in the Imperial Family 

losing the legal basis for the existence of the hanpei 藩屏.94 Some have described these measures 

taken by GHQ as a policy to weaken the Imperial Family. While it is unclear whether this was actually 

the intention, it is an undeniable fact that the GHQ policy triggered the modern-day problem of 

succession to the Throne. The modern Imperial system denied the ie of the Imperial Family, but the 

current Imperial system is structured to deny the uji as well. The size of the Imperial Family has been 

significantly reduced and it has taken the form of a small number of nuclear families.95 

 

Given that the uji of the general populace was legally abolished immediately after the Meiji Restoration 
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and the household system was dismantled after WWII, it is hardly possible to identify any 

particularities and discrepancies in the family structure of the Imperial Family from the eyes of the 

general public. Currently, with only three princes, the revision of the Imperial House Law for the 

purpose of stable succession to the Throne is under discussion.96 Any reestablishment of the former 

miyake, which was kicked out of the Imperial Family by GHQ, can involve recreating the traditional uji 

succession. If the current miyake heads welcome adopted heirs from members of the former miyake, 

the pre-modern ie inheritance will be restored. If a 'female miyake' is created and commoner men are 

allowed to be members of the Imperial Family, a European style modern family system will be 

introduced into the Imperial Family for the first time in history. In any case, it is an irony of history that, 

even though, as mentioned above, the core of the issue is miyake, the debate has focused solely on 

the succession to the Throne by successive emperors, completely ignoring the perspective of what the 

miyake has been like. 

 

Difficulties in realizing research project  

First, the volume of our university's PhD thesis is limited to 100,000 words ±10%. As it deals with a 

little-known field with little previous research both in English and Japanese, it is ideal to provide a 

verbatim explanation of basic terminology and historical background, and it is also necessary to cite 

numerous primary historiographies. The success or failure of the research will depend on how 

compactly the vast topic can be summarised in a limited word count.97 It is also important the decide 

whether each research result will be included in the thesis or saved until the next publishing 

opportunity.  

   

Unpublished primary resources are written in classical Japanese and classical Chinese and need to be 

translated into modern Japanese and then into English. These include a considerable number of terms 

and nuances that are difficult to translate even into modern Japanese, and there is the problem of 

how to explain them to non-Japanese native speakers. In addition, many of these texts are written by 

kuzushi-ji くずし字 , which takes a long time and effort to reprint, and requires considerable 

deciphering skills.98 This is because some of the documents contain bad writing, misspellings, errors, 

and insect damage. In addition, some important archives were destroyed by US Air Force bombing 

during WWII or are not allowed to be viewed due to confidentiality. It is important to take a critical 

look at what primary sources tell us and what they do not tell us.  
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The use of the edited collection of historical resources is also highly anticipated. However, they are 

compilations and not primary historical materials. It is important, therefore, to examine the content 

of each document, knowing when, by whom (particularly the author’s position) and for what purpose 

it was left.99 

 

Sōrōbun 候文100  rarely uses punctuation or paragraph changes, and normally not incorporates a 

subject. Diaries, especially those written before the modern era, often record only the facts and do 

not include the author's feelings or impressions. In the first place, just because primary resources do 

not necessarily mean that all the entries are correct. Although it is a basic requirement, the ability to 

interpret and speculate by comparing multiple historical sources and taking into account the historical, 

religious, and cultural background is required.  

 

Since the GBSF101 kindly supported the author's research trip to Japan, a good amount of material has 

been collected, but not all primary sources were seen. There is a lot of the latest secondary material 

being published, however, many of them are not digitised. Accessibility to resources in Japanese, 

including the latest research, is also a major challenge.   

  

As this topic is also directly linked to contemporary issues, it is necessary to be mindful of political or 

ideological bias and to consider the privacy and personal rights of living persons. The same applies to 

former members of the Imperial Family, who are public figures and parties, and to members of the 

Imperial Family who are not subject to the fundamental human rights guarantees of the Constitution 

of Japan. 

 

(5,497 words + abstract, key words, notes and quoted literatures) 
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1 Postgraduate Researcher (PhD Candidate), University of East Anglia/Visiting Fellow, Research Institute of the 

History and the Culture 

2  33rd Empress Suiko 推古天皇, 35th Empress Kōgyoku 皇極天皇/37th Empress Saimei 齋明天皇, 41st 
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